R98060
Gas Industry Standards Board
Request for Initiation of a GISB Standard for Electronic Business Transactions
or
Enhancement of an Existing GISB Standard for Electronic Business Transactions

Date of Request: November 4, 1998

1. Submitting Entity and Address:
   Columbia Gas Transmission Corp.
   1700 MacCorkle Avenue, SE
   Charleston, WV 25314

2. Contact Person
   Chuck Stodola, Sr. Computer Applications Analyst
   phone: 304-357-2498    fax:  304-357-2304
   e-mail: cstodola@columbiaenergygroup.com

3. Description of Proposed Standard or Enhancement
   Give the functional acknowledgement a Transaction Set ID.

4. Use of Proposed Standard or Enhancement
   The Transaction Set ID would be used as the value for “transaction set.” Transaction set
   is a data element in the EDM Implementation Guide. The Functional Acknowledgement is
   the only document that has not been assigned a Transaction Set ID.

5. Description of any Tangible or Intangible Benefits to the Use of Proposed Standard or Enhancement
   Allows EDI users to provide a value for transaction set.

6. Estimate of Incremental Specific Costs to Implement Proposed Standard or Enhancement
   none

7. Description of any Specific Legal or Other Considerations:

8. If this Proposed Standard or Enhancement is not tested yet, list the Trading Partners willing to
   test Standard or Enhancement?

9. If this Proposed Standard or Enhancement is in use, who are the trading partners?
   Transaction set is included in EDI files exchanged between NrG and Columbia Gas /
   Columbia Gulf.
   
   This additional code value would be tested by Columbia Gas / Columbia Gulf.

10. Attachments